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NEW QUESTION: 1
What was the gross (hospital) death rate at Happy Valley
Hospital last year? Happy Valley Hospital discharged 6069
adults/children and 545 newborns last year. A total of 1
adults/children and 1279 newborns were seen in the emergency
department. Information on deaths at Happy Valley last year is
listed below.

A. 5.5%
B. 5.6%
C. 3.8%
D. 5.4%
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
LUNs belonging to an ESXi cluster were encapsulated behind
VPLEX. What information must be shared with the ESXi
administrator so that they can re-discover the datastore and
the RDM LUNs?
A. UUID of back-end LUN
B. Virtual volume VPD
C. VML ID
D. WWN: WWPN
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Managing risk is key to the success of any initiative. Risk is
considered to be inherent in any activity we do in project
management and at any level. You are currently assessing risk
against multiple criteria and classifying them as part of
developing the risk management plan. Which of the below
reflects what you are doing?
A. Quantitative and Qualitative analysis
B. Graphical Analytical methods
C. Categorizing Risks
D. Weighted Ranking and Scoring Techniques
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
The scenario points to the weighted ranking and scoring
techniques which help assessing risk against multiple criteria

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which statement is true regarding absence workflow?
A. Workflow configurations are associated with legal entities.
B. Workflow configurations are associated with legislative data
groups.
C. Workflow configurations are associated with legislation.
D. The same workflow configuration is applicable for an entire
organization.
Answer: B
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